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Npart Scaling = Long Range

Integrating over 4π gives 
simple scaling with Npart:
Emphasizes non-trivial 

correlation between mean 
values of forward and

mid-rapidities
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“Correlation Structure”

1 2 3 4 5-1-2-3-4-5 !0

What underlies the single-particle distributions?
Are correlation short or long range?

Forward-Backward Multiplicity Correlations

PN



Analysis Concept

C =
P ! N
"

P + N

P-N

RMS used to 
determine σC P

N
N P

P+N
(Impact parameter)

(Partitioning)



Long Range Correlations

PN
Correlated partitioning of X objects

(e.g. one object splits into two) 
is an “intrinsic long range correlation”

(reduces σ2
C → 0)

C(!,!!) =
P ! N
"

P + N



“Long Range” Correlations

PN
Binomial partitioning of X objects

into P and N sides induces another type
of “long range correlation” 
σ2(P-N)=P+N→  σ2

C=1

C(!,!!) =
P ! N
"

P + N



“Long Range” Correlations in p+p
p+p collisions have always had a 

“long range” component,
in the binomial, i.e. non-intrinsic,

sense

Persists when removing the central 
2 units of rapidity

1 2 3 4 5-1-2-3-4-5 !0

P

〈N〉

N

PN

UA5: Phys.Lett.B123:361,1983



Short Range Correlations

PN

If each object breaks into K “pieces” that stay close in 
rapidity, induces correlations over a short range

(e.g. resonances [thermal models?], gluon splitting)

C(!,!!) =
P ! N
"

P + N

UA5: Phys.Lett.B123:361,1983



“Clusters” in p+p

Limited rapidity windows prevent seeing all K particles 
in a cluster → “effective cluster multiplicity”: “Keff”

p + p 546 GeV
P+N

UA5: Phys.Lett.B123:361,1983

keff

FB correlations interpreted in terms of production of “clusters”
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Clusters in p+p
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Clusters and σ2(C)

C !
"

KC

!2

C
! K!2

C

P ! KP

N ! KN

PN

C(!,!!) =
P ! N
"

P + N

C(!,!!) =
P ! N
"

P + N

Forward Backward Multiplicity Correlations give
access to cluster structure of particle production



Summary
Intrinsic Long-

Range
σ2

C → 0
Binomial 

Partitioning
σ2

C = 1

Cluster Emission σ2
C ∝ keff

Could expect combinations of effects
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Octagon Detector

!3 < ! < 3



ϕ

η

Hit distribution in η-ϕ space with |Zvtx|<10cm

Octagon Acceptance

η

ϕ



Extraction of σ2
C

Removing detector effects gives
access to this effective cluster size

(modified by acceptance / bin-width)

NEW for QM2005!

!
2

C,raw = !
2

C + !
2

det

! keff



Detector Effects  vs. η

Different sources contribute flat in η
!
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Corrections & Systematics

Residual detector effects: 
σ2

det 

Acceptance gap effects
Secondaries contribution 
at large η
Half→Full azimuth
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Centrality & Rapidity

* HIJING & AMPT 
agree in peripheral events,

diverge in central events
* Significant centrality 

dependence
* Suppression at η=0 from
intrinsic correlation of P&N

PN
η

40-60% Peripheral

0-20% Central

PHOBOS Preliminary  200 GeV Au+Au
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Centrality & Width

1 2 3 4 5-1-2-3-4-5 !0

* Rate of change with bin size,
 reflects full cluster multiplicity K

* Peripheral data implies
larger K than HIJING & AMPT

η
PN Δη

! = 2.0

η

0-20% Central

40-60% Peripheral

* HIJING ~ Central data;
AMPT ~ Centrality dependence

! = 2.0
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Summary
Forward-Backward multiplicity fluctuations provide 
information about long and short range effects in 
pseudorapidity

New PHOBOS data for 200 GeV Au+Au with 
detector effects corrected

Clear short-range correlations observed
Non-trivial centrality and rapidity dependence
Central data similar to HIJING; centrality 
dependence qualitatively similar to AMPT



Charge Fluctuations & QGP
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FIG. 1: A schematic illustration of the charge transfer fluc-
tuations in the rapidity space. Only the pairs within !/2 of y
can contribute to the charge transfer fluctuation Du(y). Here
! is the rapidity correlation length, or the rapidity distance
of the decay particles from a single cluster. If ! is a function
of y, then Du(y) also changes with y.

is constant throughout the entire rapidity range (see
[21, 22] and references therein). However, if a QGP is
produced in the central region of the relativistic heavy
ion collisions, we can expect the local charge correlation
length !(y) increases as y moves away from central ra-
pidity. This is because the charge correlation length in
a QGP is expected to be much smaller than that in a
hadronic phase [23, 24]. In this case, the ratio

"(y) =
Du(y)

dNch/dy
, (4)

will vary from a smaller value to a larger value as one
goes away from the central region toward the forward
region.

There have been many studies of the fluctuations and
correlations in heavy ion collisions [23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Most
of these studies concentrate on global information and do
not address possible spatial inhomogeneity of the created
matter in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. For instance, if
the QGP phase is confined to a small rapidity region, the
net charge fluctuation measures proposed in Refs.[30, 31]
may not be very sensitive to the presence of the QGP.
Hence negative results from experiments [32, 34, 35]. do
not necessarily exclude the formation of a QGP.

Our expectation that the central rapidity region in
the heavy ion collisions is mostly QGP originates from
Bjorken’s seminal work [43]. In that paper it was as-
sumed that the expanding QGP evolves in a boost-
invariant manner. Such an assumption naturally leads
to the expectation that the central plateau in the ra-
pidity spectrum is a manifestation of a boost-invariant
QGP. However, recent RHIC results cast some doubts
on boost-invariant scenario in the central rapidity region:
Although the charged particle distributions as a func-
tion of pseudo-rapidity shows a central plateau [44, 45],
the recent rapidity spectrum of charged particles from
the BRAHMS group is consistent with a gaussian follow-
ing the Landau picture [46] although a plateau within
!1 < y < 1 cannot be ruled out [47]. The elliptic
flow spectrum from the PHOBOS group [48] shows no

discernible plateau at all as a function of the pseudo-
rapidity. Thus, a simple boost invariance scenario in
a large range of rapidity space as originally envisioned
by Bjorken [43] may not be valid. If the QGP phase is
produced in the relativistic heavy-ion collisions, a pure
phase may very well be confined to a very limited rapid-
ity range. It is, therefore, important to have an observ-
able that is sensitive to the local presence of a QGP. The
charge transfer fluctuation is such a local measure of a
phase change.

Of course, as emphasized in Ref. [49], a particular type
of fluctuations is just one particular aspect of the under-
lying correlations. Usefulness of each type of fluctuations
then depends on the sensitivity of the chosen fluctuation
to an interesting aspect of the correlation. For charge
transfer fluctuations, that aspect is the size of the local
charge correlation length. Hence if the QGP phase is spa-
tially confined to a narrow region around the midrapidity,
the charge transfer fluctuations can signal its presence
and also can yield information about the size.

In this study, we propose the appearance of a clear
minimum at midrapidity for the ratio "(y) as a signal
for the existence of two di!erent phases. The slope and
the size of the dip around midrapidity can then reveal
the size of the new phase (presumably a QGP). These
features should disappear as the energy is lowered or the
collisions become more peripheral where a QGP is not
expected to form.

In the following, we use a single component neutral
cluster model and a two component neutral cluster model
to study the purely hadronic case and the mixed phase
case. However, the fact that the charge transfer fluctua-
tion is a useful measure of the local correlation length is
independent of our particular choice of models. Hence we
expect that the general conclusions drawn in this study
should be valid even within more sophisticated models as
well as in real experimental situations. A case study us-
ing cascade models with an embedded QGP component
is under way.

We note here that most of the discussions in this study
are in terms of the rapidity y. However, the validity
of our results does not depend very much on whether
rapidity y is used or the pseudo-rapidity # is used. We
also note here that the argument given here applies with
very little change to any conserved charges such as the
baryon number.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the
next section, we consider the basic phenomenology of the
charge transfer fluctuations. In Sect.III, we consider the
net charge fluctuations and the charge transfer fluctua-
tions in a single component model. In Sect.IV, we present
our main results on a two component model. It is pro-
posed that the presence of a rising segment of the charge
transfer fluctuation as a function of rapidity can be used
as a QGP signal. We also show that the charge transfer
fluctuation can reveal the size of the QGP. A summary
is given in Sect.V.

Studies by Jeon, et al
nucl-th/0503085Hadron gas creates

multi-particle clusters
(defined as what

is seen in p+p)

QGP should “smooth”
out fluctuations,

decreasing effective
cluster size near y=0

PHOBOS data should
provide limits on such

a scenario
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